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7Activity 15th Grade
Unit 6

Read  and

Different Museums

Fossilized Hadrosaurus Eggs
Found in Central Asia
72 million years ago.

Penny Farthing Bicycle
Materials: Iron and rubber
Popular in 1870´2 and
early 1809´s.

Apollo 11 Command
Module Colombia
1969.

1. 2. 3.

Space museum Science museum Transport museum

Match.



7Activity 25th Grade
Unit 6

Read , Write.

At the Museum

*Find 3 important things to take into consideration 
when visiting a museum.

1. _______________________________ 

_______________________________ 

_______________________________.

2. _______________________________ 

_______________________________ 

_______________________________.

3. _______________________________ 

_______________________________ 

_______________________________.

When we go to the 
museum we can get 
the most important 
information from a 
museum object label 
by reading the 
informative text. 
We can pay attention 
when listening to the 
guide and we can take 
notes of what is the 
most important 
information of each 
thing.   

Find  and



7Activity 35th Grade
Unit 6

Read,

Museum Object Label

1. Arrowhead
2. 3000-2500 BC
3. Hertfordshire,

England
4. Flint
5. 30 x 18 mm

1.   

2. 

3.

4.

5.

Date Material Name Place Size

Cut  and Glue .



7Activity 45th Grade
Unit 6

Read  and Write .

Complete the Description

*Complete the museum label with words from the Word Bank. 

The (1) ___________________ of  Tutankhamun
                                                               Date: 1332-1323 BC

Made of (2) ___________, lapis lazuli and other precious stones.
Discovered by (3)_______________ in 1925. The mask was used
to cover the (4) ____________ of the mummy of the pharoah
to make sure his (5) _________________ would be able to 
recognize his body.

Word Bank

Word Bank

gold         spirit         Howard Carter         face         Death Mask



7Activity 55th Grade
Unit 6

Look , Read  and

Knowing More…

*Choose one of this Museum Label and copy it in your notebook. Create another one.

This carved rock shows how 
Aztecs registered time. It 
consists of four rings that 
illustrate how this civilization 
counted months, years and sun 
cycles. It is known as the Aztec 
Calendar.

In ancient Aztec mythology, this 
is a god of art, beauty, dance 
and songs. He is also the patron 
of writing and painting. The 
figure sits head tilted up, eyes 
open, jaw tensed, with his 
mouth half open and his arms 
open to the heavens.

A.____

B.____

1.

2.

Number.



7Activity 65th Grade
Unit 6

Read Write, and Draw .

Egyptian Jewelry

This precious Egyptian piece of 
jewelry was worn by the most 
important people. It was worn 
around the neck and, since the 
materials it is made of, are heavy, 
it couldn´t be worn for a long 
time. The necklace was made of 
leather, gold, colored beads and 
silver thread, it was a very 
expensive and rare item.

1.  Who wore the jewelry?

___________________________________.

2 .  How long could they wear it?

___________________________________.

3.  What materials was it made of?

____________________________________. 

*Use the information to draw the jewelry piece.



7Activity 75th Grade
Unit 6

Read  and

Unscramble the Sentences

2. about /find/you/In/antiques/learn/and/museums/ancestors./our/and/

        ________________________________________________________   

1.     time/long/lived/now/and/they/extinct./Dinosaurs/a/ago/are/

__________________________________________________________

3. explain/the/and/us/to/artifacts./read/us/help/Museum guides/         

__________________________________________________________ 

4. information/important/artifacts./of/the/must/have/The/museum guide labels/

       ______________________________________________________________________

Unscramble  and Write .



7Activity 85th Grade
Unit 6

Choose .

The Gokstand ship was
a Viking ship. It was found 
buried in a farm
in Norway, in 1880. 
It was made of oak and was 
24m  long x 5m wide. 

The Sabinosaurio is a dinosaur 
that lived 70 million years ago. 
Barnum Brown found the first 
one in New Mexico in 1910.
It´s name means separated 
lizard. It weighed 4 tons and 
was 9 to 11 m long.

German inventor Karl Von 
Drais, invented the first 
bicycle in 1817, when he was 
a servant to the Grand Duke 
of Baden in Germany. It had 
no pedals and was made of 
wood. It was 193 cm long. 

Museum Objects

*Go to activity 9 after reading these descriptions and follow instructions.

Read  and



7Activity 95th Grade
Unit 6

Read ,

My Museum Object Labels
(Final Product)

Write  and Draw.

1.  Choose two objects from 
activity  8.   

2.  Read their information.
3.  Now, you can make your

Museum  Object  Labels.       
4.  When you finish, share the

information with your family 
or friends.

INSTRUCTIONS
Name: _____________

Date:   _____________

Place:  _____________

Material: ___________

Size:       ____________

Name: _____________

Date:   _____________

Place:  _____________

Material: ___________

Size:       ____________
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